Ecdysone is the major steroid hormone in insects and plays essential roles in coordinating developmental transitions such as larval molting and metamorphosis through its active metabolite 20-hydroxyecdysone (20E). Although ecdysone is present throughout life in both males and females, its functions in adult physiology remain largely unknown. In this study we demonstrate that ecdysone-mediated signaling in the adult is intimately involved in transitions between the physiological states of sleep and wakefulness. Firstly, administering 20E to adult Drosophila melanogaster promoted sleep in a dose-dependent manner, and it did so primarily by altering the length of sleep and wake bouts without affecting waking activity. Secondly, mutants for ecdysone synthesis displayed the "short-sleep phenotype", and this was alleviated by administering 20E at the adult stage. Thirdly, mutants for nuclear ecdysone receptors showed reduced sleep, and conditional overexpression of wild-type ecdysone receptors in the adult mushroom bodies resulted in an isoform-specific increase in sleep. Finally, endogenous ecdysone levels increased after sleep deprivation, and mutants defective for ecdysone signaling displayed little sleep rebound, suggesting that ecdysone is involved in homeostatic sleep regulation. In light of the recent finding that lethargus-a period at larval-stage transitions in the nematode worm Caenorhabditis elegans-is a sleep-like state, our results suggest that sleep is functionally and mechanistically linked to a genetically programmed, quiescent behavioral state during development.
INTRODUCTION
Steroid hormones have a wide variety of effects on the development, physiology and behavior of evolutionarily diverse organisms. The major steroid hormone in the fruit fly Drosophila melanogaster is ecdysone. Extensive studies in Drosophila and other insects have revealed that ecdysone plays vital roles in orchestrating major transitions during development-for example during larval molting and metamorphosis-through its active metabolite 20-hydroxyecdysone (20E) (TRUMAN and RIDDIFORD 2002) . The actions of ecdysone are primarily mediated by ecdysone receptors (EcRs), members of an evolutionarily conserved nuclear hormone receptor family. EcRs form heterodimers with the retinoid X receptor homologue Ultraspiracle (USP), and these EcR/USP complexes function as ligand-activated transcription factors to regulate the expression of downstream genes in a tightly coordinated manner (ARANDA and PASCUAL 2001; EVANS 1988) . Homozygous loss-of-function mutations in the EcR gene (EcR) are lethal, demonstrating that nuclear receptor-mediated ecdysone signaling is indispensable for development. Ecdysone is present throughout life in both males and females (HANDLER 1982) . In adult females, ecdysone signaling is critical for reproduction, as it mediates egg-chamber maturation during mid-oogenesis (BUSZCZAK et al. 1999) . However, other functions of ecdysone in mature adult flies have received less attention and remain largely elusive.
Unlike flies homozygous for loss-of-function mutations in EcR, those that are heterozygous for such mutations (EcR/+) develop into adult flies with no apparent deficit in morphology, activity or fertility. Interestingly, EcR/+ adult flies show enhanced resistance to oxidative stress, heat and dry starvation (SIMON et al. 2003) . In addition, under regular laboratory conditions, EcR/+ adult flies exhibit remarkable increases in life-span, surviving 40 to 50% longer than wild-type controls (SIMON et al. 2003) . Other studies have demonstrated that the levels of 20E are increased in adult flies when they are exposed to unfavorable environmental conditions, such as nutrient restriction and heat treatment (RAUSCHENBACH et al. 2000; TERASHIMA et al. 2005) . These findings indicate that ecdysone signaling indeed occurs in adult flies, and that it is likely involved in endocrinologic regulation of their physiological and behavioral states in response to the internal and external environments. In support of this possibility, we recently found that the levels of 20E are increased in adult male flies following extensive social interaction with non-virgin female flies, the condition under which long-term courtship memory is formed (ISHIMOTO et al. 2009 ). We have also found that mutants with impaired ecdysone signaling have defects in long-term courtship memory, suggesting that the experience-dependent activation of ecdysone signaling influences the states of the adult brain such that courtship memory is effectively stabilized to a long-lasting form (ISHIMOTO et al. 2009 ).
In mammals, the endocrine system regulates sleep -a distinctive physiological and behavioral state that is controlled by a homeostatic drive and a circadian pacemaker.
Various hormones and hormone-like molecules, including biogenic amines, peptide/protein factors and steroids, have significant effects on different aspects of sleep (STEIGER 2003) . Recent studies have revealed that sleep-like states are conserved among evolutionarily divergent animal species (ZIMMERMAN et al. 2008a) , and that Drosophila is a valuable genetic model system for the study of sleep (CIRELLI 6 and BUSHEY 2008; HENDRICKS et al. 2000; MACKIEWICZ et al. 2008; SHAW et al. 2000) . In Drosophila, monoamines (i.e. dopamine and serotonin) have arousal and sleeppromoting effects that are similar to those observed in mammals (ANDRETIC et al. 2005; KUME et al. 2005; YUAN et al. 2006) . It is also known that signaling pathways mediated by neurosecretory protein factors, such as pigment-dispersing factor (PDF) (CHUNG et al. 2009; PARISKY et al. 2008) and epidermal growth factor (EGF) (FOLTENYI et al. 2007) , play a role in sleep regulation in Drosophila. The effects of steroid hormones on Drosophila sleep, however, have not been investigated to date.
Considering that ecdysone is implicated in the regulation of physiological and behavioral states of adult flies, and that the sleep-wake dichotomy likely corresponds to transitions of distinct states of the brain, we hypothesized that ecdysone signaling is likely important for the regulation of sleep and wakefulness in adult flies. In the study presented here, we employed pharmacological and genetic approaches to this problem, and demonstrate that the molting steroid hormone ecdysone participates in the regulation of Drosophila sleep. Our findings reveal a novel role for this developmental steroid hormone in sleep, and suggest that genetically programmed developmental processes are functionally and mechanistically linked to the regulation of sleep-wake transitions in mature adults.
MATERIALS AND METHODS

Fly strains and culture conditions
Flies were reared at 25°C, 65% humidity under a 12-hr light: 12-hr dark regimen, and on a conventional cornmeal/glucose/yeast/agar medium supplemented with the mold inhibitor methyl 4-hydroxybenzoate (0.05 %). The Canton-S (CS) strain was used as the wild-type control unless otherwise indicated. , EcR A483T and EcR V559fs were generated by EMS (ethyl methane sulfonate) mutagenesis on the cn bw background (BENDER et al. 1997) . Samarkand and cn bw flies were used as controls in experiments involving the DTS-3 and EMSinduced EcR mutants, respectively. These control flies were also obtained from Dr.
Simon. EcR NP5219 was generated by a P-element transposition on an i(5) background (YOSHIHARA and ITO. 2000) . EcR NP5219 and i(5) were obtained from the Kyoto Stock Center (Drosophila Genetic Resource Center; Kyoto institute of technology, Kyoto, Japan) and from Dr. K. Ito (The University of Tokyo, Tokyo, Japan), respectively. MB-GS-Gal4, UAS-EcR-A, UAS-EcR-B1 and UAS-EcR-B2 were obtained from the Bloomington Drosophila Stock Center (Indiana University, Bloomington, IN, USA) and outcrossed to our control w strain for 10 generations before using in experiments.
20E administration and quantification
To examine the effects of the administration of exogenous 20E on sleep, we fed flies The control food contained 0.02-2% of vehicle ethanol instead.
To determine the titer of 20E in the whole body or the head, we performed enzyme immunoassays (ACE™ Enzyme Immunoassay, Cayman Chemical, Ann Arbor, MI, USA) according to the manufacturer's protocol. Briefly, samples were extracted from 10 adult flies or heads by homogenization in 70% methanol. The homogenates were dried using a rotary evaporator at room temperature, and then dissolved in assay buffer.
Calibration curves were generated using the commercially obtained 20E.
Sleep analysis
Three to five day-old adult flies were individually housed in a glass tube (
mm) with regular fly food, and monitored while subjected to 12 hr light and 12 hr dark cycles at 25˚C with 65% humidity. The locomotor activity of individual flies was analyzed using the Drosophila Activity Monitoring (DAM) system (Trikinetics, Waltham, MA, USA). Flies were acclimated to the experimental conditions for one day before sleep was analyzed. Locomotor activity data were collected at 1-min intervals for 3 days, and analyzed with a Microsoft (Redmond, WA, USA) Excel-based program as described previously (HENDRICKS et al. 2003; KUME et al. 2005) . A sleep bout was defined as 5 or more minutes of behavioral immobility. The waking activity was calculated by dividing the total activity counts during the observation period by the length of the wake period.
To further evaluate sleep phenotypes of certain genotypes of flies, their movements were directly monitored and analyzed using the video-based system. Newly eclosed flies were collected and kept for 4 days on standard cornmeal agar media, then kept in groups of 10 on standard fly media under 12-hr light and12-hr dark cycles at 25˚C with 65% humidity for 4 days. The sleep deprivation assay was carried out using the DAM system as described previously (HUBER et al. 2004 ) with minor modifications. Baseline sleep was measured for 3 days prior to sleep deprivation. Flies set in the DAM board were deprived of sleep using the rotating apparatus (HUBER et al. 2004) , which gives a random mechanical shock to flies in DAM boards for 12 hr . The increases in sleep amount (Δtotal sleep) and sleep-bout duration (Δsleep-bout duration) after sleep deprivation were calculated by subtracting each baseline sleep parameter for an individual fly from the corresponding sleep parameter after the deprivation of nighttime sleep (ZT 12-24).
When sleep was not deprived under otherwise identical experimental conditions, Δtotal sleep and Δsleep-bout duration were negligibly small (data not shown). The ratios of
Δtotal sleep and the sleep loss (gain/lost ratio) were used to estimate the degree of sleep homeostasis.
Statistical analysis
Normality of the data was tested using the Kolmogorov-Smirnov test. One-way analyses of variance (ANOVAs) followed by post-hoc comparisons using the Bonferroni method were carried out for multiple comparisons of data with a normal distribution. For multiple group analysis of the non-parametric data, we applied the Krusal-Wallis test followed by the Bonferroni post-hoc test. The significance of the differences between two groups of normally distributed data were analyzed using the two-tailed parametric Student's t-test for data with equal variance, and the unpaired t-test for data with unequal variance. Variance equality was tested using the Levene Median test. The
Mann-Whitney U test was used for analyses comparing two non-parametric data sets.
RESULTS
Administering 20E to wild-type flies promotes sleep
To investigate the possible involvement of ecdysone signaling in the regulation of Drosophila sleep, we examined the effects of exogenous 20E on baseline sleep. Three to five day-old wild-type (Canton-S) adult females were fed food containing different concentrations of 20E, and their sleep was analyzed using the Drosophila Activity Monitoring (DAM) system. We found that administering 20E increased the total sleep time in a dose-dependent manner, both during the day and at night ( Fig. 1A, B) . The sleep-promoting effect of 20E was more significant for daytime than nighttime sleep. This is likely due to a ceiling effect of 20E on nighttime sleep, as female flies normally sleep 77.5% (9.3 hr) of a 12-hr night, and 24.2% (2.9 hr) of a 12-hr day. When exposed to 0.1 mM and 1 mM 20E, the total daytime sleep was increased by 41.4% and 75.9%, respectively, relative to that in the control flies (no 20E treatment, Fig. 1A (Supplemental Fig. S1E ).
An ecdysone-synthesis mutant DTS-3 exhibits a short-sleep phenotype
We next examined the effect of reduced 20E levels on Drosophila sleep, using the Dominant temperature-sensitive 3 (DTS-3) mutants. At 29°C, DTS-3 displays dominant lethality during development. This is due to a low 20E titer, as this phenotype is rescued by exogenous administration of 20E to the mutants (WALKER 1987) . DTS-3
was recently identified as a mutant allele of the molting defective (mld) gene (personal communication, P. Maroy, University of Szeged, Szeged, Hungary), which encodes a nuclear zinc finger protein required for ecdysone biosynthesis (NEUBUESER et al. 2005) .
Flies heterozygous for DTS-3 (DTS-3/+) can develop into adult flies at 25°C, although the 20E levels in adult DTS-3/+ females remain lower than those in wild-type females (WALKER 1987) . Like the EcR heterozygous mutants (EcR/+), the DTS-3/+ females were found to be more resistant to various stresses than control flies, and to exhibit increased longevity at 25°C (SIMON et al. 2003) . The DTS-3 mutants phenotypes exhibit sexual dimorphism, as DTS-3/+ adult males show neither a decrease in the basal levels of 20E (ISHIMOTO et al. 2009; WALKER 1987 ) nor a significant increase in life-span (SIMON et al. 2003) at 25°C. We thus analyzed DTS-3/+ females at 25°C to examine the effect of reduced levels of 20E on sleep.
Consistent with the sleep-promoting effect of the application of exogenous 20E, DTS-3/+ females slept significantly less than the control flies at 25°C ( Fig. 2A, B ). The effect of DTS-3 on daytime sleep was particularly pronounced, with total daytime sleep reduced by 64.7% in DTS-3/+ flies compared to control flies, and nighttime sleep decreased by 15.7%. We also observed that the sleep pattern of DTS-3/+ flies overlapped significantly with that of control flies during the first 1 hr after the onset of darkness ( Fig. 2A) , suggesting that the regulation of sleep onset in response to the switch from light to dark was not significantly affected in the DTS-3/+ flies. The reduction in total sleep in the DTS-3/+ flies was partly due to shortened sleep-bout duration, with the average sleep-bout duration reduced by 29.7% during the day and 44.0% during the night (Fig. 2C ). When the maximum sleep-bout length over a consecutive 4-hr period in DTS-3/+ and control flies was compared, the difference was most significant in the early/middle hours of the day (ZT0-8) and in the late-night hours (ZT20-24) (Fig. 2D ). There was no statistical difference in the maximum sleep-bout length between the DTS-3/+ and control flies during ZT8-20 (Fig. 2D) .
Interestingly, DTS-3/+ flies displayed a remarkable increase in wake-bout duration during the day; the average daytime wake-bout duration in DTS-3/+ flies was almost 5-fold (485.3%) greater than that in control flies (Fig. 2E ). There was no significant increase in average wake-bout duration during the night. Waking activity increased during the day but not during the night in DTS-3 females (Fig. 2F ).
These sleep-related aspects of the DTS-3/+ phenotype (i.e., shorter total sleep time,
shorter sleep-bouts, longer wake-bouts and greater waking activity) were rescued almost to the levels of controls by the application of exogenous 20E (0.1 mM) to adult DTS-3/+ flies ( Fig. 2B-F ). This result strongly indicates that the observed sleep abnormalities in DTS-3/+ flies are not primarily due to developmental defects, but can be attributed to lower 20E levels at the adult stage.
Reducing the level of functional EcR results in a short-sleep phenotype
The EcRs play essential roles in the actions of ecdysone during development, and homozygosity for an EcR loss-of-function mutation causes developmental lethality. We therefore used viable heterozygous EcR mutants to study the roles of EcRs in sleep regulation. EcR
F288Y
, EcR A483T and EcR V559fs are all EMS-induced EcR mutant alleles (BENDER et al. 1997) . EcR F288Y has a point mutation in the DNA-binding domain,
whereas EcR A483T and EcR V559fs carry a point mutation and a small deletion in the ligand-binding domain, respectively (Supplemental Fig. S2A ). Because sleep-related parameters vary significantly across wild-type strains, our analyses were carried out in mutant fly strains and corresponding controls whose genetic backgrounds had been carefully matched (see Supporting Online Material for SIMON et al. 2003) . All three EcR mutant strains were derived from a common strain that carries cn bw (BENDER et al. 1997) and was used as a control in our experiments involving the EMS-induced EcR mutant alleles. These fly strains had previously been used to investigate the effects of EcR mutations on life span (SIMON et al. 2003) , a parameter that is known to be significantly affected by genetic background.
Total daytime sleep in flies heterozygous for EcR A483T (EcR A483T /+) was reduced compared to that in control flies (Fig. 3A-D) . The effect of the heterozygous EcR A483T mutation was greater in females than in males, with EcR/+ females displaying a 39.5% reduction in daytime sleep, and males a 12.5% reduction (Fig. 3C, D) . In contrast to daytime sleep, nighttime sleep was not decreased but rather increased in these flies (Fig. 3C, D (Fig. 3G, H) .
The observation that a 50% reduction in the level of functional EcR caused a decrease in daytime sleep is consistent with our aforementioned findings that applying 20E promotes sleep and that the ecdysone synthesis mutant DTS-3 exhibits reduced sleep.
To examine the effect of a further reduction in EcR activity on sleep, we utilized a temperature-sensitive EcR allele, EcR A483T , for which 18°C and 25°C are permissive and restrictive temperatures, respectively (BENDER et al. 1998; BENDER et al. 1997 ). (Fig. 4A-D) . Unlike EcR/+ flies, the EcR A483T /EcR NP5219 transheterozygotes displayed a reduction in nighttime sleep, with total nighttime sleep decreased by 7.0% and 11.0% in females and males, respectively.
The sleep-bout duration was also significantly decreased in both males and females, during the day and also at night (Fig. 4E, F) . The reduction in sleep-bout duration was apparently the primary cause of the reduction in the total sleep in the EcR A483T /EcR NP5219 flies. The maximum sleep-bout length in EcR A483T /EcR NP5219 flies was extremely short, particularly during the day (Fig. 4G, H) , further indicating the significance of EcR-mediated ecdysone signaling in the maintenance of sleep. In contrast to their DTS-3/+ counterparts, the EcR A483T /EcR NP5219 flies did not exhibit a significant increase in wake-bout duration (Fig. 4I, J) . General hyperactivity was not the cause of the reduced sleep phenotype of EcR A483T /EcR NP5219 flies because the waking activity was not increased in the mutant flies. Rather, it was decreased during the day, in both in EcR A483T /EcR NP5219 males and females (Fig. 4K, L) .
In contrast to DTS-3/+ females where the application of 20E essentially rescued all of the sleep phenotypes, such application had only a limited influence on the EcR A483T /EcR NP5219 sleep phenotypes. Total sleep time in EcR A483T /EcR NP5219 females was increased to levels seen in controls by the application of 20E (0.1 mM) (Fig. 4C ).
However, 20E did not have any significant rescue effect on the short sleep-bout length in these flies (Fig. 4E) . In EcR A483T /EcR NP5219 males, neither total sleep time nor sleepbout length was rescued by the application of 20E (0.1 mM) (Fig. 4D, F) .
Overexpression of EcR isoforms in the mushroom bodies of wild-type adult female flies leads to an increase in sleep
We also examined the effect of EcR overexpression on sleep. In Drosophila, three EcR isoforms-EcR-A, EcR-B1 and EcR-B2-are produced from the single EcR locus through alternative promoter usage and/or alternative splicing (TALBOT et al. 1993 ).
These isoforms have the same DNA and ligand-binding domains but differ in their Nterminal regions (Supplemental Fig. S2A, B) , display different expression patterns and induce different cellular responses (TALBOT et al. 1993) . We used the GeneSwitch conditional expression system (OSTERWALDER et al. 2001; ROMAN et al. 2001) to induce the expression of each EcR isoform in the adult female brain. In this study, we specifically examined the effects of EcR overexpression in the mushroom bodies (MBs) on sleep, because the MBs are known to play a vital role in sleep regulation PITMAN et al. 2006) . To this end, we crossed the MB-specific GeneSwitch driver, MB-GS-GAL4, to either UAS-EcR-A, UAS-EcR-B1 or UAS-EcR-B2 (LEE et al. 2000) , and examined the progeny for sleep in the presence or absence of the GeneSwitch activator, RU486. We found that conditional expression of either EcR-A or EcR-B1 in the adult MBs causes an increase in the total sleep amount, both during the day and at night ( Fig. 5A, B, D) . Average sleep-bout duration also increased in response to the overexpression of EcR-A or EcR-B1 in the MBs (Fig. 5E ). The effects of EcR-A or EcR-B1 overexpression on sleep were largely opposite to those of the EcR mutations, i.e. total daytime sleep as well as daytime and nighttime sleep-bout duration increased. The overexpression of EcR-B2 in the MBs, on the other hand, had little effect on these parameters ( Fig. 5C-E) . In terms of waking activity, the changes were less dramatic, although overexpression of EcR-A and EcR-B2 led to some increases during the day (Fig. 5F ). These experiments demonstrated that conditional overexpression of wild-type ecdysone receptors in the adult MBs results in an isoformspecific increase in sleep. It should be pointed out, however, that the results of this gain-of-function experiment does not exclude the possibility that cell types other than MB neurons play a significant role in the loss-of-function sleep phenotype observed in EcR mutants.
Mutants with defective ecdysone signaling exhibit impaired homeostatic sleep regulation
One of the key features of sleep is its homeostatic regulation; the intensity and duration of sleep are dependent on the amount of previous wakefulness (HORNE 1985) . This is the case in Drosophila sleep as well (HENDRICKS et al. 2000; HUBER et al. 2004; SHAW et al. 2000) . To examine whether ecdysone signaling plays a role in sleep homeostasis, we performed sleep deprivation experiments with EcR and DTS-3 mutants, using a mechanical sleep deprivation method that is known to cause a post-deprivation increase in sleep duration and intensity (HUBER et al. 2004) . EcR A483T /EcR NP5219 and DTS-3/+ mutants, as well as appropriate controls, were kept awake for 12 hr during the night and their sleep was analyzed before and after sleep deprivation. EcR A483T /EcR NP5219 females regained only a 2% of the sleep lost during 12-hr sleep deprivation, whereas control females regained 13.0%, during the 12-hr period immediately following sleep deprivation (Fig. 6B, E) . Similarly, DTS-3/+ mutants exhibited a smaller sleep rebound (7.6%) than the corresponding controls (13.0%) (Fig. 6C, F) . The response of EcR A483T /EcR NP5219 males to sleep deprivation, however, differed from that of females.
In fact, they recovered 18.6% of lost sleep during the 12-hr period following sleep deprivation, a level significantly greater than that achieved by their control (wild-type) male counterparts (11.9%) (Fig. 6A, B) . The gain of total sleep in control male flies seems to have been restricted by their high basal level of sleep. To circumvent this apparent ceiling effect on sleep rebound in control males with respect to total sleep time,
we examined how sleep deprivation affects sleep-bout duration in controls versus ecdysone signaling mutants. As shown in Fig. 6G -I, the average sleep-bout duration was significantly increased in control flies. Remarkably, neither EcR A483T /EcR NP5219 males nor females showed much change in sleep-bout duration after 12-hr sleep deprivation (Fig. 6G, H) . The same tendency was also observed in DTS-3 mutants (Fig.   6I ). Furthermore, we found that in wild-type flies, both male and female, the levels of 20E were higher following sleep deprivation (Fig. 6J) . Although there is the possibility that repetitive mechanical stimulation used for sleep deprivation may also contribute to the change in 20E levels, our results suggest that ecdysone signaling is activated by sleep deprivation, and that it plays a role in the homeostatic regulation of sleep.
DISCUSSION
The molting steroid hormone ecdysone regulates Drosophila sleep
In this study, we demonstrate through both genetic and pharmacological approaches, that ecdysone is intimately involved in the regulation of Drosophila sleep, and that ecdysone has a sleep-promoting effect. These conclusions are based on the sleep analysis using the DAM system. A recent study pointed out that sleep, particularly daytime sleep, could be erroneously defined by the DAM system due to its inability to detect brief movements of flies (ZIMMERMAN et al. 2008b) . To evaluate the sleep phenotype in EcR A483T /EcR NP5219 and DTS-3/+ flies independently of the DAM system, we directly observed their movements from ZT4 to ZT8 using a video-recording system (see MATERIALS AND METHODS) and sleep parameters were calculated using a 
Ecdysone signaling controls sleep-wake regulatory processes through EcRdependent and independent pathways
The fact that EcR A483T /EcR NP5219 flies show severe defects in sleep indicates that EcRmediated gene transcription is important for sleep regulation. However, our results suggest that EcR-independent pathways also play a role in the ecdysone-mediated sleep-wake regulatory processes. Specifically, wake-bout duration is likely controlled by such EcR-independent pathways, in light of the following observations. Wake-bout duration during the day is drastically increased in DTS-3/+ mutants and is considerably decreased in 20E-treated wild-type flies; thus ecdysone signaling has significant effects on wake-bout duration. However, EcR A483T /EcR NP5219 females, in which EcR-mediated ecdysone signaling is severely impaired, display normal wake-bout duration. Moreover, administering 20E to EcR A483T /EcR NP5219 females leads to a significantly reduction in wake-bout duration (daytime: 34.0 %, nighttime: 30.8 %) as is seen in the 20E-treated control flies. Together, these results suggest that EcR-dependent ecdysone signaling pathways are rather dispensable for the regulation of wake-bout duration. Unlike the EcR-dependent transcriptional cascades which have been well characterized, little is known about the nature of EcR-independent, "non-genomic" ecdysone pathways. One potentially important component of the latter pathways is DopEcR, a novel G protein-coupled receptor with structural similarity to vertebrate β-adrenergic-like receptor (SRIVASTAVA et al. 2005) . In vitro experiments have demonstrated that the activity of DopEcR can be modulated by both dopamine and ecdysteroids, and that DopEcR has effects on multiple intracellular signaling cascades (SRIVASTAVA et al. 2005) . Future functional studies of DopEcR are expected to provide insights into possible functions of EcR-independent ecdysone signaling in the regulation of sleep and wakefulness.
Ecdysone may have a role in neural modification during sleep and wakefulness
An intriguing hypothesis for the function of sleep is that it contributes to the modulation of synapses in the brain and thus to neural plasticity (BENINGTON and FRANK 2003) .
Ecdysone has an intrinsic ability to modulate the structure and function of the nervous system during both development and adulthood. It has been shown in Drosophila that ecdysone controls neuronal remodeling during formation of the adult nervous system, and that it does so through signaling pathways involving EcRs and TGF-β ( KRAFT et al. 1998; LEE et al. 2000; ZHENG et al. 2003) . Ecdysone also plays a role in remodeling of the adult brain in the house cricket (Acheta domesticus), in this case by inhibiting neuroblast proliferation in the MBs and triggering their differentiation into interneurons (CAYRE et al. 2000) . In honey bees (Apis mellifera L.), ecdysone exposure activates an EcR-mediated transcriptional cascade in the adult MB neurons, suggesting that ecdysone is important for reorganization of the adult brain (VELARDE et al. 2009 ).
Moreover, we have recently discovered that long-term courtship memory in Drosophila, which is likely associated with the stable modification of synaptic function and/or structure in the adult brain, is dependent on EcR-mediated ecdysone signaling (ISHIMOTO et al. 2009 ). These findings are consistent with the possibility that ecdysone is involved in sleep-associated changes to structure and function in the adult brain. A recent study reported that several synaptic marker proteins in the Drosophila brain show widespread alterations in their expression levels as a function of sleep/wake cycles ). Our data suggest that the endocrine system, in particular ecdysone signaling, contributes to such global changes in the adult nervous system, and thus plays important roles in the regulation of the brain states during sleep and wakefulness.
A functional and mechanistic link may exist between sleep and developmentally programmed behavioral quiescence
Insects undergo molting and metamorphosis during development to accommodate changes in their size and morphology. During these critical and drastic developmental processes, the physiological and behavioral states of the animals are controlled by genetically determined developmental programs, so that the molecular, cellular and behavioral events that are essential for developmental transitions are completed in a highly organized fashion. Ecdysone plays key roles in triggering and orchestrating these events. Our findings in this study suggest that sleep is related to developmental processes through ecdysone, and it is possible that the ecdysone-dependent molecular cascades that are activated during development may be recurrently activated in adults to regulate sleep and wakefulness. Interestingly, the quiescent state exhibited by the silkworm prior to each molt is referred to as "min" in Japanese, which literally means "sleep". More importantly, studies in the nematode Caenorhabditis elegans have shown that the quiescence associated with lethargus-a developmental period that coincides with larval-stage transitions-has various sleep-like features (Raizen et al. 2008 ). This discovery further supports a link between developmental processes and sleep. The fact that the phenomenon of sleep is conserved in evolutionarily diverse animals (Campbell and Tobler 1984; Greenspan et al. 2001; Hendricks et al. 2000; Shaw et al. 2000) indicates that sleep is of ancient origin and functional significance-and it is possible that sleep and other sleep-like states in the adult may have originated from a genetically programmed behavioral state that facilitates homeostatic regulation during development.
Thus, understanding the genetics underlying ecdysone-mediated sleep regulation is expected to lead to a better understanding of the function and evolutionary origin of sleep, as well as of the mechanisms that control this characteristic physiological and behavioral state. 
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